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OVERVIEW
As complexity increases, family offices need new
solutions to model entity relationships and to ensure
clear communication amongst all internal and
external stakeholders.
Family Offices all share one common organizational trait: an abundance of separate legal entities connected
through varying types of complex relationships. Intricate ownership structures, multi-faceted reporting
relationships, and changing ownership percentages create an ever expanding operational challenge for the
family office.
As complexity increases, family offices need new solutions to model these relationships and to ensure clear
communication amongst all internal and external stakeholders.
This paper examines the evolutionary complexity of today’s family office structures and presents both traditional
and cutting-edge solutions that model and visualize the entity relationships.

FAMILY OFFICE ENTITIES
While no two family offices are exactly alike, they all
share a common organizational trait: an abundance of
separate legal entities.
For generations, High Net Worth families have turned to the family office model to preserve wealth and
promote family cohesion. There are many benefits of this model, such as enhanced privacy, control of
financial strategy, and improved family governance. This concept dates back to the early 19th century and
includes early adopters like J.P. Morgan and John D. Rockefeller who established family offices to manage
their growing wealth.
Family offices tend to be unique operations, customized to meet the needs and values of a particular family. While no
two family offices are exactly alike, they all share a common organizational trait: an abundance of separate legal entities.
High Net Worth families form these entities to serve a number of purposes, such as the separation of legal liability or to
obtain favorable tax treatment.
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TYPES OF ENTITIES
A family office may consist of many types of legal entities, including:
• Individuals

• Limited Liability Corporations

• Trusts

• S Corporations

• Limited Partnerships

• Foundations

ENTITY GROWTH
Multiple Generations
High Net Worth families often span multiple generations and include an extended family tree with diverse investment
portfolios. Over time, individuals are added, trusts are established, partnerships are created and business ventures
are launched. As a result, family offices manage an ever expanding number of entities as the family grows and new
investment vehicles are introduced.

Estate Planning Techniques
Estate planning strategies also contribute to the profusion of entities, where trusts are commonly employed to minimize
gift and estate tax. Take for example the Grantor Retained Annuity Trust (GRAT), which allows donors to pass the
increase of assets beyond the principal and minimum interest rate to beneficiaries—tax free. Or, the Generation Skipping
Trust, which allows donors to transfer a significant amount of funds, tax-free, to beneficiaries who are two generations
younger.
In addition to minimizing taxes, trusts can help avoid probate, offer estate protection, administer inheritance and provide
for charitable giving. Numerous forms of trusts can be established to serve various purposes for a family with substantial
assets. These estate planning techniques have resulted in a rapid growth of the number of distinct entities within the
family office.

INTERTWINED OWNERSHIP
Adding to the complexity of burgeoning entities is the inter-entity investments that occur within the family office. Internal
entities routinely invest amongst each other, pooling capital and participating in benefits through shared ownership in a
joint entity.
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In addition, there may be loans, gifts and grants which reassign ownership across family entities. As a result, family
members may come to own assets through direct, indirect, or segmented ownership of entities.

REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS
Another dimension of entity-complexity comes with the introduction of reporting relationships between the entities—
separate from the ownership relationships. These reporting relationships group entities into nested pools of family units
to aggregate the reporting of net worth.

OWNERSHIP STRUCTURES
A family office must be capable of tracking and calculating
portfolio holdings through multiple layers of ownership,
and adjusting the calculations as ownership interests
fluctuate across time.
Determining entity ownership is an important function in a family office, crucial for accurate partner
allocations and comprehensive net worth reporting. We begin by examining the various types
of ownership.

DIRECT OWNERSHIP
The simplest level of entity ownership is through a
direct relationship.
For example, a family member who owns a family trust
has direct ownership of that entity and its assets. This could
be partial ownership, where the owner is one of many in
the trust or full ownership, where the owner is the sole
owner of the trust.
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INDIRECT OWNERSHIP
In contrast, indirect ownership occurs through a second, third or
deeper level of ownership. In this case, an individual may have
direct ownership of a family trust that owns various assets,
including a stake in a family partnership with its own set of
investors and investments. As a result, the individual owns a
percentage of the assets along the ownership chain extending
down to the investments of the family partnership.
To calculate the ownership percentage, in the adjacent diagram
we multiply the ownership percentage in the first level, by the
ownership percentage in the next level, down the chain, to arrive
at the family member’s ownership of the external holdings of
the family partnership.

MULTI-PATH OWNERSHIP
Family members can have ownership of an entity through
multiple paths along the entity tree. They may have a direct
stake in a pooled partnership as well as an indirect ownership
through another entity which also owns the pooled partnership.
In such cases, each path to an underlying entity must be
identified to determine total ownership, as seen in the
adjacent diagram.
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SEGMENTED OWNERSHIP
Another ownership scenario involves investors limiting their
ownership to specific assets within an entity. In this case,
investors don’t take a traditional, pro-rata position in an
entity – rather, they invest in specific sleeves or side-pockets
within an entity.
This kind of ownership can be especially tricky as only a
certain segment of the profit and loss, and only certain
expenses, are allocated to an owner.

CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP ACROSS TIME
To complicate matters, ownership percentages changes over time. Many types of events can cause changes in
ownership percentage, month by month, in a pooled entity.

For example:
• Family members increase or decrease their stake in various entities, either voluntarily or as a result of a
scheduled event such as a GRAT payment
• Fees within a pooled entity are charged to some owners but not others
• Expenses in a pooled entity are allocated fully to a single owner, rather than pro-rata
In order to show accurate look-through portfolio holdings, a family office must be capable of tracking and calculating
effective portfolio holdings through multiple layers of ownership, and adjusting the calculations as ownership interests
fluctuate across time. Without tools that intuitively model such a structure, this becomes an increasingly laborious and
time-consuming process.
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REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS
When correctly modeled, reporting relationships facilitate
the ability to report on individual, generational, and
family branch portfolio, performance, and net worth.

GROUP OF ENTITIES
Entities that represent Individuals or accounts that are 100% owned by a single family unit are often grouped together
for the purposes of reporting total net worth of that unit. These groups are then put into containing groups that could
represent a Generation, within another group that represents a Family Branch, within a Family Group, within an Extended
Family Group, and so forth.

SHADOW ENTITIES
If the beneficiaries of a joint trust cross reporting groups, then
a family office may create a shadow entity for each of the
beneficiaries which can be placed within that beneficiary’s
reporting group, and leave the joint trust itself outside.
For example, a joint trust for two siblings, placed outside the
family reporting group, is reflected in a shadow trust entity
for each sibling, each representing the appropriate percent
of the trust and contained within the reporting group of
the respective sibling.
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A VISUAL EVOLUTION
A family office needs to have a multi-dimensional view of entities, to
represent the many-to-many nature of the ownership and reporting
relationships.
Articulating the current state of family finances, ownership structures and evolving reporting relationships
can be a significant task for the family office. A sophisticated model and corresponding visual
representation is needed that can fully illustrate this complex financial landscape.

TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS
Ownership Table
A common way of communicating entity ownership is through a table. Usually done in a spreadsheet, this method is
effective for simple, direct ownership scenarios. However, this approach begins to lose effectiveness once indirect,
nested-ownerships are introduced. The true dynamics of multi-layered relationships are difficult to convey through two
dimensional tables, as seen here:
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Ownership Tree
If An ownership tree is another common way in which to
illustrate the nested relationships amongst entities.
While it presents a more accessible view of ownership
structures, indirect and multi-path ownerships are still
problematic to communicate effectively.

A THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEW
As the above discussion demonstrates, traditional ways of talking about, visualizing, and tracking ownership in the
modern family office are cumbersome, at best. The family office needs to have a multi-dimensional view of entities, to
represent the many-to-many nature of ownership, the reporting relationships, and the changing nature of the organization
over time.
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An entity ownership diagram, that can be called up in real-time for any target date brings the relationships to light.
It allows family offices to demystify their complex entity structure, understand the nature of each relationship, and
articulately convey detailed information to all interested stakeholders. Within the context of a system which retains
ownership history and preserves ownership changes over time, this diagram allows the Family Office to visualize their
organization without the error-prone linking of spreadsheets and archiving of hundreds of reports each year.

A THREE DIMENSIONAL VIEW
Backstop Accounting (Previously Cogency) provides a product for family offices and other multi-manager
investors which maintains a structure such as that described in this paper, and visualizes it with a multidimensional Entity Ownership Diagram.

The entity model employed by our product provides the insights necessary for reporting
on portfolio allocation and performance for family members or units by maintaining:
• Reporting relationships
• Ownership relationships
• Transactions through the reporting period, including capital and portfolio transactions,
valuations, and other cash or expense transactions
• Accurate calculations of real-time percentages and balances
The visuals provide a 360 degree view of the organization and serve as a launching pad for
discovering other aspects of the entities, displaying:
• Entity types

• Portfolio percentages

• Entity relationships

• Ownership percentages

• Ownership paths

• Balances

With Backstop Accounting, each family unit can see their look-through portfolio holdings and performance,
and most importantly, they can trust the integrity of the data. Thus, family offices are empowered to
understand the past, articulate the present, and effectively plan for the future.
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ABOUT BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS
Backstop Solutions Group is the leading provider of a comprehensive cloud-based productivity suite of solutions for
the alternative investment industry, including hedge funds, funds of funds, pensions, endowments, foundations, private
equity firms, consultants, and family offices. Founded in 2003, Backstop pioneered the industry’s first cloud-based
software that helps firms in the alternative investment management industry achieve greater business agility. Backstop’s
comprehensive suite of solutions includes Backstop CRM, Backstop IR, Backstop Research, Backstop Portfolio,
Backstop Portal, and Backstop Accounting. With offices across the United States and in Europe and Asia, Backstop
now serves over 700 firms worldwide, making it one of the fastest growing software providers in the financial services
industry. For more information visit, www.backstopsolutions.com. Or get LinkedIn with us!
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